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No  matter whether you live, work or manage business, there are lots of 
uncertainties involved and for various reasons they could be economic,            
natural disasters or political turmoil... It is indeed a VUCA world, VUCA is a 
term that was coined more than a decade ago by the US army. They 
described the environment as a VUCA world, meaning that it was Volatile, 
Uncertain, Complex and ambiguous. This is certainly the least that anyone 
can say of such dangerous and rapidly  changing environments where not all 
the facts or inter-relationships can possibly be known. Employees often 
have to operate without having all the facts or of the full understanding of 
the forces that may be influencing a situation. The army quickly realised that 
it took a certain kind of employee to emrace this ambiguity and work with 
structure and vision despite the chaos.

Why Is It Important

What Is

The VUCA world is not going to disappear. As technology develops 
faster and the world becomes a global marketplace, there is no place to 
hide. Change is reletless and the landscape which we work in is               
constantly shifting. Leading in VUCA times becomes increasingly about 
creating moment of clarity and focus, whilst at the same time keeping 
an eye on what is shifting and being prepared to react to it. Reacting 
without having any vision, leaves people feeling confused and demoti-
vated.

Rigidly adhering to a chosen strategy risks missing opportunities or 
failing to respond to market and environmental changes. Somehow 
employees need to walk a fine line betweem these two positions, in 
order to be flexible and yet sufficiently focused to keep people                
motivated. VUCA is complex and challenging, but it is also an                      
environment that cab allow true talents to emerge at all levels of the 
organisation. Indeed one of the mjor lessons of the VUCA world is that 
employees need to engage at all levels to gain their trust and                     
contribution in dealing with the great range of challenges that VUCA 
poses. Seen from this point of view VUCA becomes an opportunity for 
development and greater collaboration, rather that a risk to be                 
mitigated.

The workplace has changed. A phrase borrowed from 
military circles, VUCA is an accurate description of today's 
workplace. In many cases VUCA has become the "new 
normal" since the time of the great recession. What is VUCA 
and how to lead in a VUCA world is more than a buzzword. 
Organisations and their leaders could begin by reframing 
VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity) 
with a new lens so that VUCA could mean a world of Vision, 
Understanding, Clarity and Agility

In this new VUCA world order, it is up to the leaders to create 
the environment that leads to engagement and to make sure 
that VUCA now stands for:

Making sure that all employees have the same laser 
focused vision for the future.

Helping employees understand the role that they 
play in making this vision a reality.

Providing the clarity necessary to ensure proper        
alignment and execution of that vision.

Ensuring that employees have the learning, resilience 
and experientia agility that will enable them to 
execute at superior levels both now and in the future.
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LEADING IN A
VUCA
LEADING IN A
VUCA

Understand the VUCA concept and the why do we 
need to live, work and lead in a VUCA world.

Identify how to evolve in VUCA time with VUCA 
prime.

Demonstrate positive VUCA behaviours.

Take initiatives and decisions in VUCA environments

Use an effective technique to influence your              
stakeholders / customers in a VUCA world.

Make the best out of the business opportunities 
during change and demonstrate agility.

employees, professional

Evolve with VUCA Prime
Be able to emrace & elevate the need

for change.

How to evolve from the negative notion
of VUCA to the positive one,

beginning with yourself and then with 
your team & sphere of Influence.

Focus on demonstration positive 
BEHAVIOURS in a VUCA world.

VUCA! The new normal.

Practicing, acting then reflecting
(at group level and individually).

Transferring this into real life learning
and practice.

Be able to take initiatives and decisions
in a VUCA environment

Be able to focus on the outcomes not
on the events.

Understand the decision making
process.

Identify and map your stakeholders and
know how to cluster and deal with

them appropriately.

Influence your stakeholders in a VUCA
world via the PUSH-BUILD technique.

Apply the stakeholder mapping model
on a real case.

Foreseeing pros and cons of ambiguity.

Believe that you can make a difference.

Explain the importance of being agile in
VUCA time.

Understand the agility model to adapt
with VUCA changes.

Know your change preferences.

The key challenges of businesses today.

Why do we need to lead in VUCA?

Behavioural challenges that you may
face in fast turbulent times.

How you respond to these challenges?

What are the approaches needed
to navigate the VUCA world?
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charged with ambiguity.

prime

What is VUCA and What Are the
Symptoms of a VUCA environment

-

VUCA! The new normal - practicing,
acting then reflecting (at group level

-

-

Vision, Understanding,  Clarity,  Agility.
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Understand the VUCA concept and its impact on 
your business & people.

Leading in a VUCA world -
be Visionary

Volatility in a team context.

Module 4:

Develop your role as coach and mentor
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